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Abstract: The classification of subalgebras of every algebra of finite-valued functions is constructed. Classes of this
classifications do not intersect. Each class contains subalgebras with the same number of functions in minimal basis. Class with
ordinal number 0 contains subalgebras that have no basis. The class with finite ordinal number n contains subalgebras whose
minimal basis has n functions. The set of subalgebras of this class are countable. There is a class with infinite ordinal number.
Subalgebras of this class have a minimal basis with infinite number of functions. The set of these subalgebras is continual. Only
the class with ordinal number 1 is essential, all other classes are fictitious, since they are useless to classify functions. But
classification of functions is the main problem of the algebra of finite-valued functions. A class of this classification is a set of
functions extracted from one-member bases of a subalgebra. Each function generates by superpositions some subalgebra, and
only this subalgebra. So, this function belongs to only one class. All these classes of functions belong to the class 1 of subalgebras.
All subalgebras from classes with the other ordinal numbers are useless to classify functions. The set of these fictitious
subalgebras is continual, the set of essential subalgebras are countable. The top level of the classification of functions contains
the algebra of finite-valued functions. Next level contains maximal subalgebras. According to I.G. Rosenberg, there are 6 sets of
maximal subalgebras. I.G. Rosenberg was wrong to state the set of his quasilinear functions be maximal. Only Yablonsky’s set of
quasilinear functions is maximal. The sixth Rosenberg’s set also turns to be wrong. This right set was built by A.I. Maltsev. But
from 6 sets only 3 sets contain essential subalgebras. And all maximal essential subalgebras containing 3-valued 2-place
functions are built.
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1. Introduction
The algebra of functions of value has a carrier to be the
set of all functions of this value and has an operation set called
superpositions (compositions). A mathematical definition of
superpositions was given by A. I. Maltsev (see Section 3).
The algebra of many-valued functions (hereinafter, of
2) are denoted by Pk in honor of E. L. Post 1. Subalgebras
of algebra of functions of value
have operations of
superpositions and have carriers to be sets of functions closed

1

A.I. Maltsev called Post algebra an algebra with superpositions and with
functions of any value including continual. E.L. Post used such algebra for
classification of two-valued functions.

by superpositions.
Further algebra of functions of value are called briefly
function algebra, subalgebras of the function algebra are
called algebras, functions of value are called functions.
Maximal algebras of the function algebra are generally
accepted to call algebras, which contained only in this algebra.
Maximal algebras attract special attention of
mathematicians in connection with classification of functions.
The classification is the main problem of the function algebra.
The carriers of maximal algebras are the second level of the
classification, the first level contains the class of all functions.
A complete classification of two-valued functions was
given by E. L. Post [1, 2]. The complete classification of
three-valued functions is still not constructed because of an
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incomparably greater number of sets of functions closed by
superpositions.
Many authors tried to solve the problem of classifying
many-valued functions using stronger closure operations than
superpositions.
One of the first was the work of A. V. Kuznetsov [3], in
which a parametric closure was introduced. A more complete
study of the closures is got by S. S. Marchenkov. These are the
1L-closure [4], S-closure [5, 6], equational closure [7, 8], and
FE-closure [9, 10].
Better way is to use superpositions for maximal and
pre-maximal algebras.
The finite number of maximal algebras was established by
A. V. Kuznetsov [11]. An asymptotically exact formula for the
number of maximal algebras was given in [12]. S. V.
Yablonsky [13] established that the number of maximal
algebras of three-valued functions is 18. The number of
pre-maximal algebras of three-valued functions was found by
D. Lau [14]. It is equal to 158, 5 of these pre-maximal algebras
have a finite set of subalgebras, 7 have a countable set, and the
others have a continual set. The number of maximal
subalgebras for any was found by I. G. Rosenberg [15].
New results for the number of maximal algebras are given
in this article. It turned out that there are fictitious (useless, see
section 2) algebras. The set of these algebras is continual, and
the set of essential (non-fictious) algebras is countable.

Family of functions, briefly family, is a set of functions with
diagonals ( , . . . , ) =
for some
. The concept of
families is a further extension of this concept in two-valued
logic.
An algebra belongs to a family (is algebra of a family) if it
has all bases to belong to this family. But an algebra of a
family may contain algebras of other families.
Algebra is fictitious if it is useless for classification of
functions (see section 2).
Essentially algebra is not fictitious.
Rosenberg set is one of 6 sets of maximal algebras used in
Rosenberg classification of maximal algebras.
1.2. Notation
The letter is used for values of functions (in particular,
the set of functions of values 0 is empty, the set of functions of
values 1 contains only one function in each arity).
The set of all values is denoted by {0, . . . , − 1} (the
common notation
is not mnemonic, mnemonic, for
example,
, that is a set of the first natural numbers, the
number 0 is natural).
The letter denotes a one-ary function that takes all values
and is used to construct dual functions.
The operations of addition, multiplication and equality use
modulo .

1.1. Basic Definitions

2. Fictitious Algebras

All algebras have the same set of operations and differ only
by carriers. So, an algebra and its set of functions are
commonly identified, i.e. one calls algebra a carrier of algebra.
In particular, intersection of algebras is intersection of their
carriers. An intersection of algebras is an algebra, a union of
algebras may not be an algebra, but this union of algebras
generates an algebra containing them (this union contains
other algebras too).
This identification simplifies the formulation of
mathematical statements.
Fictitious variables are variables useless for calculation of
their function.
Fictitious function contains fictitious variables. It is
generally accepted to equal all functions in which fictitious
variables are added or removed. This definition is incorrect
because these functions have different tables. But tables are
sets of rows, and sets are equal if their elements are equal. In
applied mathematics, the fictitious functions are removed,
they are useless.
Complete functions and complete set of functions generate
all functions.
Basis of an algebra is a set of functions generating all
functions of this algebra, if any properly subsets of this set
does not generate this algebra.
Minimal basis has minimal elements. An algebra can have
several minimal bases. The definition with one minimal basis
does not need below.
Diagonals are table rows for a function with equal values of
variables.

2.1. Definitions
Each theory has useless objects. It is generally accepted to
call these objects fictitious (in particular, fictitious variables
are useless to calculate their function). The theory of function
algebra has no exception.
The main problem of this algebra is classification of
functions. But there are fictitious algebras that are useless for
classifying functions.
Indeed, each function generates some algebra. This
function belongs to single (one-member) basis of this algebra.
In the following, the functions of single bases are called
generators.
The set of generators of algebra is a class of natural
classification (i.e. classification with non-intersecting classes),
since the function cannot belong to several classes of
generators. Each function generates only one algebra and is
contained in the class of generators of this algebra.
Algebras with single bases define the classification of
functions, since such an algebra has a unique class of
generators, and each function belongs to only one such class.
The other algebras are fictitious, since they are useless for
classifications of functions. Their number is continual. The
number of essential algebras is countable. This is natural,
since in any theory, fictitious objects are incomparably more
than essential objects. In particular, one essential function has
an infinite number of fictitious functions obtained by adding
fictitious variables to this essential function.
Therefore, the statement about the essential difference
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between algebras of two-valued and many-valued functions is
erroneous [16]. This statement is based on the continuity of
fictitious algebras. But fictitious objects are deleted (not used)
in any theory.
2.2. Classification of Algebras
Classification of functions begins with the classification of
their algebras. This classification contains all algebras. It
allows to find fictitious algebras and to exclude them. Then
classification only essential algebras is continued.
This classification is realized by number of members in
minimal bases [17].
Such a classification is natural, since its classes are not
intersected. Other existing classifications are usually not
natural.
The algebra of two-valued functions contains only 3 classes
of algebras. They have minimal bases from one to three
functions [18]. The algebra of many-valued functions contains
all classes with bases from zero to infinite number of functions
[16]. A basis with zero number of functions belongs to
algebras that have no basis. A basis with infinite number of
functions belongs to algebras with infinite basis.
The class of algebras with infinite basis contains a continual
set of them. The other classes with finite bases contain a
countable set of subalgebras.
The class with a single basis contains only essential
algebras. The remaining classes contain only fictitious
algebras.

3. Main Theorems. Family of Functions
3.1. Superpositions
Proofs of theorems use superpositions.
A. I. Maltsev [19] called superpositions 4 operations of
algebras of functions of any value 2. These are operations:
a) cyclic permutation of variables, i.e. the first variable is
placed behind all the variables; as a result, the second
variable becomes the first;
b) permutation of the first and last variables;
c) identifies the first and last variables;
d) substitution of a function in the first variable of this or of
any other function.
The first two operations allow to perform any variable
permutation. Any variable permutation is commonly referred
to as a permutation operation.
A. I. Maltsev gave a mathematically precise definition of
these operations [19]. Some improvement is given in [20].
3.2. Families of Functions
Families of functions will be used to construct maximal
algebras.
A family of functions preserves constant
if for any
2

Algebra with these four operations was used by E. L. Post. There are fictitious
functions in this algebra. S.V. Yablonsky [13] used another algebra, with another
operation that allowed removing all fictitious functions.
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function the diagonal ( , . . . , ) = holds.
Families of functions are a powerful means of classifying
algebras, including maximal ones. All Post results in algebra
of two-valued functions were obtained by him using families
of functions.
E.L. Post built 4 families in the algebra of two-valued
functions: , ,
and . The functions of the
family
preserve all the constants, the families of only constant 1,
the families of only constant 0. The functions of the
family do not save anything.
In algebra of many-valued functions, the number of
families is equal to the number of all possible combinations of
constants, i.e. equals 2 . Functions of family also preserve
all constants, the functions of the family also do not save
anything. Other designations of families are not copied from
the algebra of two-valued functions.
Families of functions do not intersect, each function
belongs to only one family, but the function of this family can
generate functions of another family.
In the following, families of functions are called briefly
families and are denoted by sets of preserved constants. In
particular, the family is denoted by the empty set {}, the
family is denoted by the set of all constants 0, … , − 1 .
Families with one constant are called constant families.
Algebras generated by functions of a family have name of this
family. But these algebras can contain algebras of other
families. Algebras containing functions of constant families
are called constant algebras. Only constant algebras and
algebras can be maximal. The other algebras are contained
in constant algebras.
Families have the following properties.
Theorem 1. The family function
= ,...,
can
generate functions of family ⊇
and cannot generate
functions of family ⊂ .
Proof. Variables permutation and identification do not
change a family of functions. A function substitution can
change a family.
Let ( , . . . , ! ) belong to the family and let
"(

,...,

#!$

) = ( ( ,...,

! ), !%

,...,

#!$

)

Let the function " belong to the family , and we need to
prove that ⊇ . Then " ( , . . . , ) = for any ∈ . In this
case, ∈ for all ∈ . Let ∉ . Then ( , . . . , ) = ≠
, but there is
( is an arbitrary function) such that
( , , . . . , ) = . Therefore, ⊃ . And there is such that
( , , . . . , ) ≠ for any ∉ . Therefore, = . As a result,
⊆ .
Corollary 1. In algebra of many-valued functions, as in
algebra of two-valued functions, the function of
family
generates functions of this family only. The family function
can generate functions of any family.
Proof. The family has the notation = 0, . . . , − 1 ,
and
cannot be a proper subset of any other set in a
-valued algebra. The family is denoted = , and
is a
proper subset of any other set in the -valued algebra. 
Complete functions (usually called Sheffer functions) can
belong only to family .
The following theorem is devoted to the main property of
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classes of generators generating an essential algebra.
Theorem 2. If a function of a class of generators belongs to
a certain family, then all functions of the class of generators
belong to this family.
Proof. If a function of a class of generators belongs to
family , then all functions of the class belong to this family,
since the function of family generates functions only of this
family. If a function of class belongs to the family , then
all functions of this class must generate this function. By
the previous theorem, only the function can generate the
function.
The evidence for other families is similar.
An algebra is said to belong to a family, if this algebra has
class of generators of this family. But this algebra may contain
algebras of other families.
An algebra is said to belong to family, if its class of
generators contains non-complete functions. An algebra is
called algebra of complete
functions, if its class of
generators contains only complete functions.
Algebras of families have the following properties.
One function generates a function of family only if it is
function, but two or more functions can generate
function, even if they are not function.
Theorem 3. In the algebra of many-valued functions, as in
the algebra of two-valued functions, two functions of families
other than can generate a function of family .
Proof. Let a function
belong to family
=
{+ , . . . , + , } , a function # belongs to family # =
{- , . . . , - . } and let
∩ # = ∅. Then the substitution of
has diagonals
( # (+1 , . . . , +1 ), +1 , . . . , +1 ) ≠ +1 ,
# in
since # (+1 , . . . , +1 ) = ≠ +1 , and there is ( , +1 , . . . , +1 ) ≠
+1 for all +1 . Therefore,
and # generate function. 
Corollary 2. Two functions of a basis of essential algebra do
not generate function if both functions are not functions.
Proof. The proved theorem is satisfiable only if
∩ #=
∅ . But in this case,
∩ # ≠ ∅ , since
= # by the
previous theorem. Both functions generate the same algebra.
This algebra does not contain functions.
But two functions of basis of fictitious algebra can generate
function. These two functions should belong to different
families.
The following property of algebras belongs to maximal
algebras.
Theorem 4. All essentially maximal algebras belong to
constant families or families, i.e. do not belong to family.
Proof. Families functions are intersection of families of
functions that preserve one constant.
In the algebra of two-valued functions, only one maximal
algebra belongs to the family , it is a self-dual algebra. In the
algebras of many-valued functions, the family
contains
several maximal algebras.
The following lemma is used to construct maximal
algebras.
Lemma 1. The essentially maximal algebra is not a union of
algebras.
Proof. The union of algebras is fictitious, since its basis
contains the bases of these algebras.

4. Maximal Algebras
4.1. Algebra of Two-Valued Functions
5 algebras are considered maximal: 2# , 23 , 43 , 5 , 6 . Only
constant and
algebras can be essentially maximal, i.e.
2# , 23 , 43 .
The algebra 43 is essential, its minimal basis is a function
#∨
3 ∨ # 3 [21].
E.L. Post considered that the algebras 2# , 23 do not have
single bases. I.e. these algebras are fictitious.
It suffices to prove that the algebra 23 is essential. By
duality principle, the algebra 2# will be essential too.
The algebra 23 has a basis
# 3∨
# 3.
∨
.
Indeed, let # = 3 in
# 3
# 3 Then the function
∨
=
+
is
generated.
#
#
#
Substitute the function
# 3∨
# 3 instead of the first
variable of this function: ( # 3 ∨
# 3) 9 : ∨
= # . Then the function 9 :
# 3 ∨
# 3 9 : . Let
is generated.
It is known [21] that both generated functions form a basis
of the algebra 23 . Therefore, the function
# 3∨
# 3 is
also a basis.
Further we study algebras of many-valued functions.
4.2. Monotone Algebras
All monotone algebras with different order are isomorphic.
In particular, there is one-to-one correspondence of inclusion
diagrams of algebras with a natural order and a different order,
since the result of superpositions does not change with change
of order. Superpositions only preserve order.
Consequently, the natural order is enough.
One of Hasse diagrams defines a linear order, the other
diagrams define a partial order for
3 (for = 3 there is
only one Hasse diagram).
Lemma 2. Monotone functions do not exist.
Proof. Suppose that a monotone function is a function.
Let 0 < <. . . <
< − 1 be a partial order (if 1 = = ∧
? = − 2 then this order is usual). Then (0, . . . ,0) ∈
,..., , −1 ,
( , . . . , ) ∈ # , . . . , , − 1 ,...,
( , . . . , ) ∈ − 1 , but ( − 1, . . . , − 1) = − 1. I.e.
is not function. 
Theorem 5. Monotone algebras are not essentially maximal.
Proof. These algebras are not algebras. They are not
constant algebras since any constant algebra is not
monotone.
4.3. Linear Algebra
There are 2 definitions of linear (more precisely, quasilinear)
algebras: the definition of Rosenberg [22] and the definition of
Yablonski [13].
According to Rosenberg, the quasilinear function
+"," + +

,"

. . . ++!,"

+⋯++

ABC,
, $

! +. . . ++!, $

generates only quasilinear functions for

+⋯

ABC,
!

=E .
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Theorem 6. The quasilinear Rosenberg algebra does not
exist.
Proof. It is enough to prove that for any E and ? there
exists a quasilinear function generating a non-quasilinear
function.
AB
AB
Let = E % , and let be
+ # . This function is
quasilinear for ? 0.
The result of substituting instead of the first variable in
"(

,

#, 3)

= ( ( ,

# ), 3 )

=(

AB

+

AB AB
# )

+

AB
3

must also be a quasilinear function:
"(

,

#, 3)

= +" + + "
+ +#" # +. . . ++#
+ +3"

3 +. . . ++3

+. . ++

AB

AB
#
AB
3

Then:
" (0,0,0)

" (1,0,0)

+

= +" = 0, " (1,0,0) = + " +. . . ++
= 1, " (0,1,0) = +#" +. . . ++# = 1,

" (0,1,0)

" (1,1,0)
B

= + " +. . . ++

= + " +. . . ++

+ +#" +. . . ++# = 2,

+ +#" +. . . ++# = 2A

B

i.e. 2 ≡ 2A modulo E % . Therefore, E % divides
B
B
2A − 2. But this is impossible, because 2A − 2 is odd after
%
dividing by 2, and E
is even after dividing by 2. Even
number cannot divide odd number. 
Further definition of Yablonski is used. By this definition, a
function is linear if it is linear for usual sum and product
operations, and if it is linear for sum and product operations
that are dual (with respect to any functions of ) to ordinary
operations.
In follows, a function and algebra are called quasilinear if
they are linear for dual operations of sum and product, but not
equal to linear for usual operations of sum and product.
For = 3, quasilinear algebras do not exist. For > 3,
quasilinear algebras exist, but they are all dual to linear
algebra. Therefore, it suffices to restrict to linear algebras.
Lemma 3. If is a prime number, then only ( ) = +" +
is a linear function for +" ≠ 0.
Proof. Let " ( , . . . , ! ) = +" + + +. . . ++! ! be a
linear
function. Then " ( , . . . , ) = +" + + ≠ , where
+ is the sum of all +1G" . But if + ≠ 1, then there exists
such that +" + + = (modulo ) , i.e. " is not a
function. Indeed, the function +" + (+ − 1) runs through all
values, in particular, the value 0, since is a prime number.
Therefore, " ( , . . . , ) = for + ≠ 1, and " ( , . . . , ) ≠
for + = 1, +" ≠ 0. 
Theorem 7. Linear algebras are not essentially maximal.
Proof. Linear algebras belonging to the family
are
algebras of one-place functions, since they are generated by
one-place functions ( ) = +" + . But the algebras of
one-place functions are contained in the Slupetski algebra.
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4.4. Cellular Algebras
The third set of maximal algebras, that are not essentially
maximal, is a set of cellular algebras.
Definition 1. (A. I. Maltsev) Cell is an algebra containing all
multi-place functions that take less than ℎ ≤ values. Cellular
is an algebra containing a cell and a subalgebra of the algebra of
one-place functions, in particular, of all one-place functions.
A special case of cellular algebras is the Slupetsky algebra.
This algebra contains all multi-place functions that take less
than
values and contains the algebra of all one-place
functions.
Maximal cellular algebras are fictitious.
Theorem 8. Maximal cellular algebras are not essentially
maximal.
Proof. Cellular algebras with ℎ <
are contained in
cellular algebras with ℎ = . Cellular algebras with ℎ =
are unions of cellular algebras with ℎ = − 1, i.e. they are
fictitious. But fictitious algebras are not essentially maximal.
Cellular algebras with ℎ = − 1 are not unions of
algebras contained in them. However, they are not essentially
maximal.
Theorem 9. Cellular algebras with ℎ = − 1 are not
essentially maximal.
Proof. Cellular algebras with ℎ = − 1 are contained in
algebras of the type JℰL ,...,L
[13]. The functions of these
,

MC.

algebras take the values = , . . . , = $# for values of variables
= , . . . , = $# . I.e. for number of values − 2 . Among the
functions with these values, all functions of cellular algebras
with ℎ = − 1 are present. 
4.5. Algebras of Functions Preserving
Relations

N-Universal

These algebras belong to the sixth Rosenberg set. For
= 3 there should be only one algebra of this family - the
Slupetsky algebra. Below it will be proved that for = 3
only one algebra of this family exists and it not the Slupetsky
algebra. This is another mistake by I. G. Rosenberg.
Definition 2. (I. G. Rosenberg) The algebra of functions
that preserve the ℎ -universal relation O( , . . . P ) is
determined by the conditions:
a) ℎ ≥ 3;
b) ∃? ? ≥ 1 ∧ ℎ ≤ ;
c) there is ? equivalence relations ri(x1x2), each of which
has ℎ equivalence classes: 1S ,…, ,TS ,…,P ;
d) all ?ℎ equivalence classes do not intersect;
e) relation r(x1,…,xh) has in each row a pair of variables
such that the pair belongs to one of the classes Xi,j 3.
All rows of r(x1,…,xh) have not all values. But function
preserving r can have all values. For example, let function f be
f(0,x2,…,xn)=1, f(1, x2…, xn)=0, f(x1>1, x2,…, xn)=x1. This
function has all values, and values of f are values of the first
variable. If x1 has not all values, then f has not all values, too.
Indeed, if x1 has not value 0 or 1, then f has not value 1 or 0. If
3
I.G. Rosenberg ([22], p.256) formulated it as “at least two of , . . . , P are
equivalent in O1 (= = 1, . . . , ?)’’. D. Lau ([23], p.178) gave another formulation:
“ (+ , . . . , +P ) ∈ O ⇆ ∀ 1 ≤ = ≤ ?: ∃ O, ⊂ 1, . . . , ℎ : O ≠ ∧ (+X , +Y ) ∈ O1 ”.
This formulation is wrong.
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x1 has not value j>1, then f has not this value, too.
This means that r does not generate Slupecky algebra. This
algebra is maximal, but it is absent in Rosenberg’s sets. I.G.
Roseberg is wrong one more.
The remaining 3 Rosenberg’s sets contain essentially
maximal algebras.
4.6. Essentially Maximal Algebras of Functions with Z = [
and \ = ]
Further, the results of calculations on a computer are given.
These calculations illustrate the structure of essentially
maximal algebras.
Numerical calculations are possible with = 3 and ^ = 2,
since the number of all functions is 19683 in this case. With
= 3 and ^ = 3 the number of functions is more than
7 ⋅ 10 # . This cannot be calculated. For = 4 and ^ = 2,
the number of functions is more than 4 ⋅ 10b . This can be
calculated, but it takes a lot of time.
The restriction in two-place functions is not essential, since
two-place functions are generators of many essential algebras.
In particular, the generators of algebra Pk are double functions,
and the number of these generators is very large. For = 3,
this number is 3774 [24], and for = 4, this number is 942
897 552 [25].
The largest number of essentially maximal algebras belongs
to algebras that preserve central relations. The number of these
algebras is 9. These are algebras of functions with one center
(3 constant algebras), with two centers (3 algebras) and with
three centers (also 3 algebras, but only 1 is essentially
maximal). Each of this triple contains dual algebras.
Each algebra with one center contains 6561 two-place
functions and does not contain functions.
If an algebra contains functions that preserve relations with
two centers, then this algebra contains 3888 two-place
functions, of which 648 functions are . This algebra is
essentially maximal, too.
Algebras are not essentially maximal if they contain all
functions that preserve relations with three centers. Each such
algebra is a union of three algebras. Two of these algebras
contain 512 two-place functions and no
function. These
algebras are not essentially maximal. The third algebra
contains 849 two-place functions, of which 256 functions
are. This algebra is not maximal, since it is contained in
maximal algebra, but it is essentially maximal.
There are 3 algebras of functions that preserve non-trivial
equivalence relations. These algebras are dual. These algebras
are not essentially maximal. Each algebra is the union of four
algebras.
The first algebra contains 16 functions and does not contain
functions. This algebra is not essentially maximal.
The second algebra contains 525 functions, of which 150
functions are. This algebra is essentially maximal.
The third algebra contains 672 two-place functions, of
which 136
functions are. This algebra is not essentially
maximal; it is contained in the algebra of functions that
preserve relations with two centers.
The fourth algebra contains 1152 two-place functions and
192 functions. This algebra is not essentially maximal. It is
also contained in the algebra of functions that preserve

relations with 111111two centers.
There remains a maximal algebra of self-dual functions.
This algebra contains 27 double functions and 18 functions.
This algebra is essentially maximal.

5. Conclusion
A classification of -valued functions is constructed for
any natural value of . The top level is a class containing all
the functions of value . At the next level, there are classes
that differ in the number of functions in the minimal basis of
their algebras. A special class contains all algebras generated
by single bases. Unlike other bases, single bases do not
intersect. These bases are foundation for constructing a natural
classification of functions, i.e. classifications with disjoint
subclasses. In such a classification, each function belongs to a
single subclass.
Each algebra in a class of algebras with single bases has a
set of bases, and this set is a class of functions in the natural
classification. Each function belongs to the only such class,
since each function generates a unique algebra.
Therefore, all algebras from classes of algebras with
non-one-member bases are fictitious, since they are useless for
the natural classification of functions.
The theory of algebras of functions has the continual set of
fictitious algebras. But the set of essential algebras is
countable. Therefore, the statement about the fundamental
difference between the algebra of two-valued functions and
algebras of many-valued functions turned out to be
erroneous.
The next level of classification of functions was constructed.
This level contains all classes that contain essentially maximal
algebras. But the families of monotone algebras, linear
algebras, and cellular algebras do not contain essentially
maximal algebras. The maximal algebras of families of
self-dual algebras, algebras of functions that preserve
nontrivial equivalence relations, and algebras of functions that
preserve relations with one and two centers are essentially
maximal. As a rule, maximal algebras preserving relations
with three or more centers are not essentially maximal, but
each algebra contains one subalgebra, which is essentially
maximal.
Thus, the number of essentially maximal algebras is equal
to the number of maximal algebras in these three sets of
algebras.
A powerful tool for constructing a classification of algebras
of functions is a family of functions that preserve some
constants. It is proved that the set of bases of subalgebras is the
set of functions of the same family, which simplified the
construction of essentially maximal subalgebras. The algebras
of functions, that preserve one constant or preserve 0 constants,
turned out to be essentially maximal.
It is proved that there is no algebra of Rosenberg quasilinear
functions. The set of algebras of functions, that preserve
ℎ-universal relations, is also erroneous. This set is replaced by
a family of cellular algebras.
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